“Ball winding machines, on each of which eight centers are wound simultaneously, produce balls wound with hair-like precision and of great tension.

“Vulcanizing of cover stock, painting, marking, stamping and finally packaging, are carried out under modern methods.

“With the golfing season off to a flying start, double shifts have been necessary to try to keep up with the orders on hand for the various golf balls marketed under the Hagen name.”

A. N. Peckham, Kingston, R.I., for 16 years engaged in sale of bent grass seeds, reports lively bent grass business this spring. The Peckham bent, grown under the rigid climatic conditions of New England, is of necessity, winter hardy, and makes a fine bladed turf for greens and lawns.

Dunlop Opens Texas Show.—Craig Wood and Henry Picard of the Dunlop field staff exhibited their stuff at Dallas CC in opening the golf events at the Texas Centennial exposition. Wood and Reynolds Smith, Dallas amateur, started the party with a 31-33-64 best ball; a stroke behind was Picard and David (Spec) Goldman.